Signs of Life

(1)

Brian and Maureen
& Baci the labradoodle
Were originally kept out of buying into a block of
apartments by non dog people, lucky for us they
found some dog lovers next door!
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(2)

Robbie
& Teddy the King Charles cavalier
Have lived in town for a decade and keep a track of
the comings and goings from the square with care.
(3)

Denny
& Phoebe the moodle
Have moved into one of the new apartments but
Denny’s lived in the south east corner of the city
for 27 years. The pair sold the car and either walk
or use the nearby Go Get cars to get around.
(4)

Jack
& Molly the toy cavoodle
The pair can’t wait to move into the city as the
apartment block they’re moving into has just
commenced construction.
(5)

Colleen and Arthur Brennen
& Ollie the Maltese shih tzu
Have lived in town, all over the place and had
many dogs. They once looked after their son’s jack
russel for three months... and ended up with him
for seven years!
(6)

Richard and Nicholas
& Parker the labradoodle
Moved to Adelaide from Queensland for work and
find the city has everything they need, including a
better attitude towards dogkind.
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(7)

Abby and Grace and Caroline
& Mocha the cavoodle
Have invested in one of the new apartments with a
view to the long term and a pad for the girls to
inhabit when they head off to university.
(8)

Jane and Craig
& Ginger the spoodle
Ginger arrived at the same time as the new
apartment and everyone’s in love with their new
home here on Tangkaira Hurtle Square.

The dog days are just starting
Dogs-in-the-city has long been a standard measure CityMag has
used to gauge the health of our downtown population. Tangkaira
Hurtle Square has come to life in recent months as residents of
two new apartment buildings on the west and east of the square
start to sniff out all their city has to offer.
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(9)

Lachie
+ Lady the greyhound
Walk to work together at Alpha Box & Dice’s
warehouse on the west side of the city every day.
(10) Wendy
& Jacqui the King Charles cavalier
Live just off of Hutt Street in a town house and
walk every afternoon together, taking different
routes each day.

